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Abstract: Office 2010 and Sharepoint 2010 improvement
While many organizations are tempted to roll-out SharePoint 2010 without updating to
Office 2010, there are many features that they can miss in this situation: from Word
Document Co-Authoring to Outlook plug-ins for social features that come with SharePoint
2010. Therefore, depending on company needs to follow-up with nowadays technological
and social trends, they will decide if it is necessary to update to Office 2010 or stick to Office
2007. Visendo Suite can be fully integrated with both Office 2010 and Sharepoint 2010
offering full flexibility to those interested in issues like: document collaboration and search,
security and vulnerability features. Visendo Suite can easily be integrated on both Server
Side or and Client Side, depending on your organization needs.

Cases

1. Server Side Integration: SharePoint 2010, Exchange 2010 UM integration
Faxing is still heavily used in industries where sending invoices, orders, offers and other
types of related documents are important.
Visendo Fax Server users can now create fax documents in Microsoft Office and send them
out as a fax, or save them to SharePoint with the added security of keeping the original fax
document in a SharePoint library.
Customers use SharePoint Server (whether 2007 or 2010) every day for content
management, enterprise search, and business process enablement. Since a captured fax image
is typically the beginning of a business process needing automation, and sending a fax can
often be the final step of a process, Fax Server easily enables automatic import or export of
document images sent from MFPs, scanners, and fax. Images imported from Visendo
automatically populate configured SharePoint libraries so users can select files for additional
business processes using OCR and data workflow systems.
With Exchange 2007 UM, there was a built-in option to process faxes that were received
through UM so that the faxes could be sent to UM-enabled users. With Exchange 2010, this
built-in option was discontinued, but an option to refer the fax traffic to a certified fax partner
was enabled. Visendo Fax Server is able to process these inbound faxes so that there is no
notable change for users who are used to receiving faxes in Exchange 2007.
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2. Client Side Integration: Outlook 2010
Visendo Fax Server, Mailchecker Server and popConnect can be fully integrated with
Outlook 10 to better assure email deliverability and security. The main purpose is to have
receive faxes directly to the Outlook 2010 Inbox and ensure that vulnerabilities and security
flaws are drastically diminished.

3. TiFF IFilter: Corporate Document search improved
TIFF IFilter enables searching for TIFF documents based on text content. When loaded,
TIFF IFilter performs optical character recognition (OCR) processing of TIFF images, and
then it provides the recognized text to the caller to build the search index.
TIFF IFilter focuses on text-based documents, which means that searching will be more
successful for documents that contain clearly identifiable text (for example, black text on a
white background), and less successful for documents that contain mixed content (for
example, artistic text or text inside of pictures). Additionally, low-quality images and mixed
languages can negatively impact OCR processing, and consequently, lower the quality of the
search results.
Visendo Fax Server 10 has integrated an TIFF IFilter enabling your documents to be tagged
before being stored on Microsoft SharePoint Server 2010 or 2007. This tagging makes
corporate documents search easy and secure.
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Visendo products:
Visendo Fax Server suite - Server suite provides support to Modern Fax Technology Features
and automates sending, receiving, and managing your network faxes from your desktop,
while integrating full faxing functionality with your existing email system — all while
providing unlimited fax sends and receives without monthly fees or per-transmission
charges.
Pop Connector - is a POP3/IMAP-Connector for your mail server when sending and receiving
your e-mail. It retrieves incoming e-mails from your POP3/IMAP-Accounts on the Internet
and transmits them to the correct recipient, and vice versa.

About us

Fax to email solution - by simply using an ISDN card and Visendo fax@MAIL, you can receive
faxes per email with no auxiliary server needed.
Visendo Mail Checker - Visendo Mailchecker is a pretty, easy to use anti-spam and antipishing tool that works with any email client and, thanks to Multi-layered filters, has a good
detection rate.

Overall Visendo Suite document management integrations
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About Visendo
We are an Independent Software Vendor (ISV) specialized in internet systems integration on
Microsoft technologies. We have always been one of the top 3 companies on the markets
we entered. We were one of the first three Microsoft gold partners in e-commerce on the
German market: this is the highest level for a Microsoft partner. Hence, you, as a potential
customer, will benefit on our experience and quality of services that guarantees your
investment.

For further information, please visit us on:website:
http://www.visendo.com, Product downloads
Blog: http://www.blog.visendo.com
Linkedin, Twitter , Facebook
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